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Abstract. Textures or high-detailed structures contain information that can be 
exploited in pattern recognition and classification. If an acquired image is noisy, 
noise removal becomes an operation to improve image quality before further 
stages of processing. Among possible variants of denoising, we consider filters 
based on orthogonal transforms, in particular, on discrete cosine transform 
(DCT) known to be able to effectively remove additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN). Besides, we study a representative of nonlocal denoising techniques, 
namely, BM3D known as state-of-the-art technique based on DCT and similar 
patch search. We show that noise removal in texture images using the consi-
dered DCT-based techniques can distort fine texture details. To detect such  
situations and avoid texture degradation due to filtering, we propose to apply 
filtering efficiency prediction tests applicable to wide class of images. These 
tests are based on DCT coefficient statistic parameters and can be used for  
decision-making in relation to the use of the considered filters. 

Keywords: denoising, filter, texture images, DCT, BM3D, AWGN, statistics, 
visual quality. 

1 Introduction 

Texture features of images or their fragments are widely exploited in numerous appli-
cations of pattern recognition [1], remote sensing [2], similarity search in large data-
bases [3]. Often, in such applications noise is present in acquired (original) images. In 
fact, noise might be the most destructive factor for solving of all related practical 
problems. For this reason, the noisy data must be analyzed concerning decision-
making in the followed processing [1-5]. Actually, for texture images the negative 
influence of noise might occur more apparently than for images with simpler struc-
ture. Fine texture details can be essentially disguised by the noise. Therefore, denois-
ing becomes a desired stage in image processing chain. However, alongside with 
positive effect of noise removal, denoising can distort images in smaller or larger 
extent. Hence, it should be performed carefully, especially for texture images.  
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Rather efficient denoising techniques have been proposed recently [4-8]. First, fil-
ters based on orthogonal transforms have demonstrated good performance in additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) removal [9]. One of such transforms widely used in 
image processing is the discrete cosine transform (DCT); certainly, wavelet trans-
forms can be used as well [10]. The main reasons for applying DCT are clear. First, 
DCT has good compactness of signal energy or “sparseness”. Second, fast DCT algo-
rithms have been developed and implemented on general-purpose processors [11] and 
on FPGA architecture [12]. Third, DCT is performed in blocks and, due to this, is 
well adapted to local structure of any processed image [13].    

The latter property of the standard DCT based denoising is useful. But all local ap-
proaches operate only on locally distributed spatial data, so-called “blocks” or 
“patches”. This restricts potential efficiency of denoising images with distributed 
similar data. These types of data can be edges, textures or other singularities that ex-
ceed size of the used blocks. Recall that the commonly used block size in DCT-based 
denoising is 8x8 pixels [4, 7, 13]. 

Nonlocal approaches can perform processing of such image data more efficiently 
[5, 6, 8]. For these approaches, similar data (patches, blocks) are collected into arrays 
and processed together, e.g., using some weight function. Provided noise characteris-
tics are known in advance, denoising procedure is a rather simple operation although 
essential efforts are spent of similar patch search. BM3D filter [8] which is currently 
state-of-the-art [13, 14] employs advantages of both nonlocal and transform domain 
approaches where DCT is used for data processing in 3D arrays of similar patches.     

By excluding small amplitude spectrum components of transformed image data, 
noise removal is attained on one hand. On the other hand, this operation can delete or 
distort some image details. Nonlocal denoising approaches have advantages for im-
ages with rather large homogenous regions and sharp edges [13, 14]. Meanwhile, 
nonlocal filters might also run into difficulties for high-frequency data as texture or 
other complex structure images.  

Thus, it could be nice to predict how denoising can affect an image at hand. The 
paper [14] presents a lot of useful data for preliminary analysis (including results for 
many standard test images). First, an approach to determining potential limit of filter-
ing efficiency for images corrupted by AWGN is presented for nonlocal approach 
under condition of available noise-free image. The results show that noise removal in 
images with large homogenous regions is easy and there are possibilities to further 
improve filter performance for such images. Meanwhile, denoising of texture images 
as high-frequency data is hard. The best of existing filters have practically reached the 
potential limit for textural images (as, e.g., Baboon), especially for the case of inten-
sive noise [14, 15]. Then, a natural question arises: “Is denoising really needed for a 
given image?” And this question most often arises just for texture images which are 
the main subject of our study. 

Note that recently an attempt to predict denoising efficiency has been carried out in 
[16]. It has been shown that simple statistics of DCT coefficients is 8x8 blocks can 
serve for predicting a parameter characterizing filtering efficiency under condition 
that a dependence between them is established (approximated). The dependence ob-
tained in [16] concerns the ratio of the output MSE and AWGN variance and this 
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dependence is quite accurate for a set of the standard test images. However, this set 
did not contain many texture images. Therefore, it is worth paying special attention to 
texture images with the final goal of decision-making in denoising applying. 

The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, two DCT-based denoising 
techniques are briefly discussed. Preliminaries of study (test images, noise characte-
ristics, parameters of filters) are given in Section 3. Practical results of study are  
presented in Section 4. 

2 DCT-Based Denoising 

As mentioned above, local filters are usually quite simple procedures. Thereby, a used 
transform has to be a simple procedure, too. The algorithm that performs DCT as 
matrix multiplying, due to its linearity, is 

T
spattrans TBTB ⋅⋅= ,                                             (1) 

 TBTB ⋅⋅= filt
trans

Tfilt
spat ,                                            (2) 

where spatB is a spatially represented block, T is a transform matrix, transB  is a 

transformed block, filt
spatB  is a spatially represented filtered block, filt

transB  is a filtered 

block in the transform domain. Such DCT implementation decreases computational 
burden and avoids iterative performing DCT in direct way for each block on image. 

Inverse transform (2) of filtered blocks filt
spatB is carried out at once after denoising 

procedure. This approach can be used in parallel computations for filtering speed-up.  
DCT-based denoising is a simple procedure. DCT filter processes data block-wise 

by hard thresholding in the following manner: 
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where ( )lkBin ,  and ( )lkBout ,  are input and output blocks, respectively, of the im-

age data transformed by DCT having indices 7,...,0, =lk , β  is a thresholding 

parameter, σ  denotes the standard deviation of the noise that is assumed zero mean 
AWGN with a priori known standard deviation.  

Blocks are taken on whole image with overall overlapping [7, 13]. As it can be 
seen from (3), the spectrum components that do not exceed assigned pre-estimated 
threshold provided by noise standard deviation and β  are excluded. After local de-

noising operation, the inverse DCT is performed. To get a final filtered value for a 
given pixel, the filtered values from all blocks that contain a given pixel are averaged. 
This essentially improves filtering performance compared to non-overlapping blocks.  
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Special attention is paid to setting β . In [18], it is shown that the optimal value of 

β  is in the range 2…4. As it has been shown [7], the optimal β  is equal to about 

2.3…2.8 for a wide class of images. In particular, for texture images the optimal β 
values are about 2.3…2.5, but the gain of denoising efficiency is not significant com-
pared to the standard choice. Thus, the DCT filter has a small computational cost and 
simple realization. BM3D filter [8] works in the same manner taking into account that 
denoising is simultaneously applied to the group of found similar blocks.  

3 Simulation Preliminaries 

In our studies, eight grayscale test images are used from the texture image database 
USC-SIPI Image Database [17]. These test images are shown in Fig. 1. As it is seen 
from Fig. 1, all images have different type and correlation degree of textures. The size 
of all test images is 512x512 pixels.  

In simulations, AWGN with a required variance has been generated. Ten realiza-
tions of the noise have been considered for each test image and noise level. As de-

noising criterions, the output mean square error ( outMSE ) and PSNR-HVSM [19] 

have been used. Recall that PSNR-HVS-M is the filtering efficiency criterion that 
takes into account features of human vision system to describe visual quality of origi-
nal and processed images more adequately than standard metrics as MSE or PSNR. 

Below we consider performance of two DCT-based filters described in Section 2. 
In addition to results obtained for these filters, two measures of denoising efficiency 
have been used. First, the approach for predicting potential efficiency of nonlocal 
filters proposed by P. Chatterjee and P. Milanfar [14] was exploited. This approach 
assumes that a noise-free image is available. Then, based on similarity search me-
chanism and nonlocal denoising principles, this approach allows obtaining potential 
output MSE for a given variance of AWGN. Thus, it is possible to theoretically pre-
dict (determine) what can be minimal output MSE and to compare the values obtained 
for the existing (analyzed) filters to the corresponding limit.   

The second (practical) approach [16] is based on the following general idea. There 
is a known dependence of a parameter α  characterizing filtering efficiency on a 
parameter γ  able to characterize a noisy image. Then, estimating γ  for the analyzed 

image, it becomes possible to determine α . Analyzing α , it becomes possible, in 
particular, to decide automatically is it worth to filter a given image or no.  

As parameterγ , it is possible to exploit the probabilities σ2P  or σ7.2P , where the 

former is probability that absolute values of AC DCT coefficients in 8x8 blocks do 
not exceed σ2  and the latter is probability that these absolute values exceed σ7.2 . 

Note that these probabilities are dependent ( 17.22 <+ σσ PP ) and for pure noise 

95.02 ≈σP . The ratio 2σoutMSE was used as the parameter α in [14]. In this 

paper, we also analyze improvement of PSNR-HVS-M (IPSNR-HVS-M, expressed in 
dB) calculated as difference of PSNR-HVS-M for denoised and original images.  
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Fig. 1. Test texture images 

4 Results 

To study the filtering efficiency prediction, the DCT-based filter has been applied to a 
wide set of test images (32 test images including all images in Fig. 1) for three values 

of σ  (5, 10, and 15). For each considered case, 2σoutMSE  or IPSNR-HVS-M 

have been presented as point at the corresponding scatter-plot where an argument is 
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the corresponding σ2P  or σ7.2P  (see four scatter-plots in Fig. 2). We have obtained 

the prediction dependences using curve fitting. The fitted curves are presented in Fig. 
2 by solid lines. The best obtained approximation functions for the analyzed denoising 
criterions are the following: 

  ( ) 32
2

1
2 pxpxpxMSEout ++=σ ,                                (4) 

( ) ( )( )2expM-HVS-IPSNR bbxax −−⋅= ,                    (5) 

where x  can either be σ2P  or σ7.2P . For approximation (4), we have obtained: 

445.11 −=p , 447.02 =p , 96.03 =p  for σ2P  and 4.11 −=p , 247.22 =p , 

131.03 =p  for σ7.2P . For the approximation (5): 445.1−=a , 447.0=b , 

96.0=c  for σ2P  and 4.1−=a , 247.2=b , 131.0=c  for σ7.2P . The predic-

tion can be carried out using any probability, σ2P  or σ7.2P . In further discussions, we 

exploit only σ2P . 

 
a    b 

 
c    d 

Fig. 2. Fitted curves in denoising results for P2σ (a, c) and P2.7σ (b, d) for the denoising criteria 
MSEout/σ2 and IPSNR-HVS-M  
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As it is seen, the fitted curves are close to almost all denoising results expressed by 
MSEout/σ2. For IPSNR-HVS-M criterion, the denoising results are more scattered. So, 
the curve fitting gives less precise approximation.  

It is seen from Fig. 2 that if one has 5.02 ≤σP  (or 5.07.2 >σP ), then filtering is 

not efficient, i.e. 2σoutMSE  is close to unity and/or IPSNR-HVS-M is small 

(about zero). Careful analysis for the considered test images (32 images in total) has 

shown that this mainly happens for textural images. Note that, in fact, σ2P  and σ7.2P  

quite adequately characterize “complexity” of images subject to filtering. Our propo-

sition is that it is not worth performing image filtering if 5.02 ≤σP  or 5.07.2 >σP .   

Thus, a preliminary answer to the question “Are texture images a hard class for 
DCT-based denoising?” is affirmative. Then, the problem of more thorough analysis 
of denoising efficiency arises. Let us first express the denoising results in terms of the 

output MSE. Figs. 3-5 present the attained outMSE  for the DCT and BM3D filters, 

outMSE  predicted based on (8) under condition of known 2σ , and the lower bound 

lbMSE  for the Milanfar’s approach. It is seen that for 5=σ  the obtained results are 

very close for all eight considered textures. Only for the 8-th test image the attained 

outMSE  is considerably smaller than 2σ , i.e. denoising is rather efficient for both 

considered techniques.  
For a higher noise level ( 10=σ  and 15=σ ) the results are still close. There is 

almost no difference between outMSE  for both studied denoising techniques and 

lbMSE . This means that it is difficult to expect improvement of filtering efficiency 

for non-local family of filters applied to processing grayscale textural images. There 
are some textural images (# 1 and 6), for which the noise practically cannot be re-
moved even if its intensity is high.  

The prediction analysis based on fitted curves shows that the prediction is quite ac-
curate although it usually overestimates the filtering efficiency. 

 

Fig. 3. Denoising results of test images expressed as output MSE for σ=5  
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Fig. 4. Denoising results of test images expressed as output MSE for σ=10   

 

Fig. 5. Denoising results of test images expressed as output MSE for σ = 15 

Similarly to Figs. 3-5, denoising results characterized by IPSNR-HVS-M are pre-
sented in Figs. 6-8. Milanfar test [14] does not allow estimating PSNR-HVS-M. Thus, 
Fig. 6-8 present three plots for each for σ. Predicted IPSNR-HVS-M occurs to be 
1…2 dB larger than actual values provided by the DCT based and BM3D filters. This 
shows that it is desirable to improve prediction accuracy. Meanwhile, IPSNR-HVS-M 
almost never exceeds 1 dB for all considered textures and noise variance values.  

 

Fig. 6. Denoising results described by IPSNR-HVS-M for σ = 5 
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Fig. 7. Denoising results described by IPSNR-HVS-M for σ = 10 

 

Fig. 8. Denoising results described by IPSNR-HVS-M for σ = 15 

This means that filtering rarely provides essential improvement of visual quality. 
The obtained results also show that there is no necessity to apply time consuming 
BM3D filter for textural regions of images since much simpler DCT-based filter per-
forms practically at the same level. 

5 Conclusions 

It is shown that efficient denoising is not provided by the considered DCT-based fil-
ters for texture images. Meanwhile, the used local DCT and nonlocal BM3D filters 
provide noise suppression efficiency close to values determined by the Milanfar’s 
bound, i.e., to potential limit for non-local approach to filtering grayscale images. 
Visual quality of denoised images is also not considerably better than for the original 
ones even if noise is intensive.  

This means that, probably, it is reasonable to avoid filtering texture images (or tex-
ture fragments of images). One step towards this can deal with using prediction of 
denoising efficiency discussed in this paper. At the same time, additional future work 
concerning filtering texture images, prediction of its efficiency and design of new 
approaches is obviously needed.  
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